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Fullerton’s last day

Campus bids farewell
By Kim Carter
Daily staff wnter

Friends and colleagues sent off
out-going President Gail Fullerton to
her retirement with a memorable
night of thanks and appreciation for
all she has done for the SJSU campus and community.
More than 800 guests from SJSU,
the community and state and local
government attended the Gail
Fullerton Retirement Celebration
Thursday night at the Event Center.
Among the guests present besides
most of the SJSU administration
was David Packard, founder of the
computer company Hewlett-Pack-

ard.
Dr. Ellis McCune, former interim
chancellor of the California State
University system, San Jose Mayor
Susan Hammer, State Assemblyman
John Vasconcellos and State
Assemblyman Chuck Quackenbush
also attended the bash.
Dr. Gail Fullerton presided as
president of SJSU for 13 years and
has been at SJSU for 26 years.
The event was sponsored by the
Academic Senate and SJSU advisory
board. The cost of the dinner was
$40 per person which payed for the
cost of the event and also the satellite dish that Fullerton received as a
gift from the university.

Fullerton and her husband Stan
will be moving to Fortuna where
they will enjoy living in a spacious
home overlooking the Eel River and
the Pacific Ocean.
"We will enjoy the satellite dish
because we can only get local television stations up there and I will be
looking for those (Spartan) football
games," Fullerton said.
Highlights of the evening included a presentation of commemorative
book of letters by Dean Batt, vice
president of student affairs.
The book contained more than
150 letters, including a recent letter
from George Bush congratulating
Fullerton on her retirement and her

accomplishments at SJSU.
Fullerton said the most memorable point of the evening was the
presentation of guest speaker Nancy
McFadden, an attorney working in
Washington, D.C. McFadden was
student body president of SJSU during the 1979 1980 school year.
"Gail was the first university
president to put a student on the
president’s cabinet," said McFadden.
"She was always very open to what
the students had to say."
Fullerton concluded the evening
by thanking everybody collectively
including faculty members, staff and
See DINNER, Back Page
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Jackie Elardo, a former student of Gail Fullerton’s
congratulates her at the retirement dinner Thursday.

Outgoing president leaves 28-year legacy behind
By Nicholas D. Smith
Daily staff writer

President Emeritus Gail Fullerton has
turned her keys in and left the country.
She spent her final day in Tower Hall
Friday clearing house for incoming interim President J. Handel Evans.
FWIerton recruited Evans immediately
after becoming president because she was
"absolutely intent" to find someone with
knowledge of architecture or engineering
as well as administration and academic
affairs.
A retirement dinner and final goodbye

was held for Fullerton Thursday night at
the Event Center, one of the buildings
Fullerton helped bring to SJSU during her
13 -year tenure as president.
Fullerton came to SJSU as a sociology
instructor in 1963, she worked her way up
through the ranks of the university administration, being promoted to executive
vice president in 1977. and president the
following year.
Just a few hours after leaving campus.
Fullerton was on a flight to Brussels,
Belgium to attend a conference on the role
of higher education in the developing
democratic countries in eastern Europe.

Fullerton will return from the conference with some counterparts from other
countries to show a little about the
American university system.
After assuming the presidency in 1978,
13 years after joining the university, she
immediately set three goals for her administration: stabilize enrollment, maintain
core programs and improve relations with
the faculty and the city.
However, money problems plagued
Fullerton throughout her administration.
This was largely because of the passage of
proposition 13 the same year she was
appointed. The proposition slashed prop-

erty tax income which largely financed
higher education.
Fullerton announced her retirement in
May, taking advantage of the "Golden
Handshake" policy in which two extra
years of benefits for faculty and staff who
retire early.
After completing her conference.
Fullerton will be moving to Humboldt
County with her husband, Stan. She said
that after writing memos for 13 years, she
plans to try writing some books again.
The search process for a new president
is expected to take the entire school year,
and be announced hopefully in April or

May. according to Barry Munitz,
California State University chancellor.
One of the issues Fullerton said she
wished could have been resolved before
she left was the closure of San Carlos
Street. A strong proponent of the move to
close the street, Fullerton said she hoped
to come back for the ribbon cutting when
the street is made into a pedestrian mall.
Among the most visible changes to
SJSU during her tenure were Clark
Library, the Event Center and the
Engineering building, but more subtle was
her influence to solidify the campus master plan which calls for further changes.

Electronics
recovered
from theft

LENDING A HAND
1

By Deborah Kerr
Daily staff wnter

Donna Bnunmer Daily staff photographer,

Judy Villavazo and Lynn Reedall, both occupational therapy majors, participate in a lesson of trust and risk-taking during an activities and interventional lab Friday

outside the Central Classroom building. The lesson will
allow students to build more trust in strangers, see if
they’re risk takers or followers.

Speaker denounces verbal harassment
of gays, lesbians during GALA forum
By "limy Marek
Daily staff writer

A speaker from Community United
Against Violence was on campus
Thursday to discuss issues surrounding
verbal harassment of gays and lesbians.
The Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual
Alliance of SJSU, also known as
GALA, hosted Toby Eastman, a client
advocate for San Francisco based
CUAV.
Verbal abuse is the most common
form of "prejudice based" harassment
homosexuals have to handle,
Eastman.told the group of about 50
gathered at GALA’s weekly meeting.
Typical scenarios include drive -by
taunts or threats as well as harassment
by gangs and groups of teens. She
stressed the hest way to deal with a
threatening situation is avoidance.
"1 would say that if you’re in a situation where there is the slightest inclination that something is going to hap-

pen to you, get away."
Eastman also discounted the value
trying to reason with or "talk down" an
aggressor.
"You understand your sexuality is
OK," she said, "but it’s very hard to
convince someone who is in this hate
mode."
Another tactic she said is used to
deter violence and harassment in gay
neighborhoods in San Francisco is a
network of citizens equipped with
police whistles.
In areas like the Castro district, anyone using a whistle to signal trouble
will soon have volunteers who are
within earshot at their side.
Eastman said that oblivious tourists
who have strolled through the neighborhood sounding off on a whistle just
to make some noise have also found
themselves surrounded by would-be
The 25 -year-old CUAV representative also differentiated between the
way that men and women react to ver-

hal abuse.
"This is something that women
experience every day. And they either
minimize it or they don’t feel they
have access to these services," she
said.
Eastman added that because this is a
regular experience for women, they are
less likely to report the incidences.
She emphasized the value of these
reports in creating the statistics that
CUAV and organizations like the Anti
HateHot Line in the South Bay can
use to asses the scope of hate crimes in
the Bay Area.
There was general agreement
among group members that there is a
direct connection between verbal and
physical attacks on gays and lesbians.
The discussion sometimes turned
toward gay -hashing and hate crimes.
According to Eastman. California’s
hate crime laws allow for stiffer sentences for offenses proven to be prejuSee PREJUDICE, Back Page

A handful of video equipment
stolen from SJSU’s broadcast journalism department helped an officer
from San Jose City -Evergreen
Community College District stumble into a possible auto-theft ring.
Officer Chris Floyd, from the
college district’s police department
said he arrested a 17-year-old youth
as he tried to steal a Honda from
Evergreen Valley College on the
evening of Sept. 9. After the arrest,
the officer said he noticed some
similarities which tied the attempted
theft into an investigation between
SJSU and West Valley College.
Currently, SJSU and West Valley
are investigating a car-theft ring
thought to operate out of San
Francisco. According to an earlier
Daily report, four juveniles and two
adults were arrested in connection
with that ring on Sept. 14.
"Because of the similarities, I
talked to West Valley’s police
department, and Officer Jay
Silverstein (of West Valley) and I
went out to the (home of) the guy
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who I had caught," he said.
"We did a search of the house,
and during the search, we found a
Sony video cassette player and a
camera light, which had been inside
of a vehicle. That vehicle and its
contents had been reported stolen in
March."
Floyd was referring to a March
theft in %hich a broadcast journalism student had her car stolen on
Tully Road. In the car were a video
camera, recorder, tripod and lights
from the broadcast journalism
department.
The car, a 1988 Mazda 323, and
a tripod were recovered by San Jose
police officers a few days later, but
the video recorder and camera were
still missing.
Darla Belske, journalism lecturer
for the broadcast journalism department, said she waited until May,
hoping more equipment would be
recovered, before filing a missing
property report.
"It was over $5,000 worth of
video equipment. There was a
Panasonic video camera and a Sony
See THEFTS, Back Page

Campus safety protected
by SJSU law enforcement
cadet-training progams
By Angela Hill
Daily staff wnter

Two blue -uniformed police cadets wait for the
crossing light to change on San Carlos Street by
Duncan Hall. A student has just started to walk
against the light when he spots the cadets on the
opposite side of the street and swiftly bolts back
to the curb in a sudden burst of obedience. The
cadets laugh and exchange knowing glances.
Admit it. Many of us are only law-abiding citizens because we don’t want to get caught. At the
sighting of a badge and a uniform we get a little
more amenable, a little more conscientious.
Although these symbols hold such power over
us. most of us don’t know who’s behind them,
what these people are empowered to do on campus and what kind of training they have to do it.
First of all, there are different levels of campus
See I RAINING, Back Page
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Pro-life fanatics don
abortion clinic disguise
Operators of phony
clinics threaten
women’s choice with
emotional warfare
anti-abortionists
The
are at it again, and
this time they’ve
gone too far.
According to a congressional staff
report, as many as 2,000 bogus abortion
clinics run by pro-life activists may be
operating nationwide, where women are
being tricked into continuing pregnancies
they would otherwise terminate.
These so-called clinics advertise in the
Yellow Pages, claiming to provide
"abortion counseling," yet, they have no
medical staffs and provide no health care
services.
Women seeking the aid of these
"clinics" have a constitutional right to
receive unbiased information about their
options. Instead, what they get are
aggressive, often abusive anti-abortion
arguments and scare tactics, meant to
brainwash the already confused and
vulnerable person into delaying or
abandoning the abortion procedure.
In some cases, women are detained in
the phony clinics for weeks at a time,

until it is too late to terminate.
Rep. Ron Wyden, D-Oregon, said the
issue is one of deceptive advertising. We
believe it is much worse than that.
Not only are these "clinics" scaring
women into making lifelong choices that
could become lifelong mistakes, they are
infringing on the constitutionally
guaranteed right of a woman to govern
her own body.
Deciding to have even considering
to have an abortion is difficult enough
without being traumatized by these rightwing fundamentalist crusaders.
Let’s not forget, Roe v. Wade is still in
effect. Women in this country still have
reproductive freedom; they still have the
right to abort an unwanted fetus if they
choose.
The operators of these phony medical
practices may face charges of consumer
fraud, in which case the likely
punishment of a fine and revocation of
business license amounts to nothing
more than a slap on the wrist.
We demand that these terrorists are
duly punished for their crimes against
humanity. For all of their "holier-thanthou" rhetoric, these fundamentalist
extremists are nothing less than
emotional rapists, victimizing
unsuspecting women through willful and
unlawful assault on their minds.
They are not saving lives. They are, in
fact, destroying them.
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Bandwagon takes patriots for a ride

SLACK

I

Rob Neill

Begging to be left alone
just waiting to pick up my
Iwas
pizza, trying to screen everyone
else at the downtown restaurant
out of my mind. I was doing such
a good job of ignoring everyone
that the loud voice made me jump
inwardly.
"Hey brother, I just noticed you
bought some cigarettes back there. Could
I have one?"
I turned, figuring it probably wasn’t
my brother. He lives in Sacramento and
doesn’t smoke. The questioner was tall,
thirtyish and drunk or dazed I couldn’t
figure out which.
"C’mon man, I know you got some, I
just want a smoke."
By now everyone in the pizza joint
was looking at me with "Well, what are
overlooks them. They just don’t fit into
you going to do?" eyes. I cracked open
the vision of the vibrant, healthy state
the pack and gave hirn one. Then he
that California still thinks it is.
asked for some change.
But there is more at issue here than
I asked him if he had followed me
from the liquor store I bought the pack at the right to ask strangers for money.
There is the person who is being asked
up the street. He said yeshe had
and their right to politely say no and be
followed me two blocks to hit me up for
left alone.
a smoke and some change.
They have a right not to be followed
I didn’t have any change. He didn’t
several blocks and screamed at.
believe me. He started shouting about
They have a right not to be harangued,
how tight college students are with their
because maybe they don’t have any
money and how he had worked for 10
change.
years and I could at least part with a
They have a right to privacy.
quarter or two (or three).
And that seems to be the point the
guy
who
slices
pepperoni
in
With the
judge overlooked. Laws such as San
the back looking on, we went eyeball to
Francisco’s don’t stop begging; the sheer
eyeball for three minutes. He left the
numbers of poor this country has created
place screaming about "rich" college
kids who are tight with their money. I left preclude that. But the law and others like
it do offer some protection against what
a few minutes later with my pizza,
is rapidly becoming a potential shouting
grinding my teeth.
Last Wednesday, a federal judge threw match between those who beg and those
who may or may not give.
out a San Francisco ordinance against
That protection is gone now. It is up to
panhandling. Begging is a free-speech
issue, he wrote in his subsequent opinion, the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals to
decide if it can be returned. For the sake
and is an opportunity for the beggar to
of those who give, but would rather not
present his opinions on the plight of the
have the harassment, the court needs to
poor to the beggee.
make the right decision.
San Francisco attorneys are appealing
the case but, for now, any sort of antipanhandling statute in this state is on
hold.
Rob Neill is a Daily staff writer. Ilis
It’s nice to see the judiciary looking
column appears every Monday.
after the poor. This state too often

... there is more at
issue here than the
right to ask
strangers for money.
There is the person
who is being asked
and their right to
politely say no and
be left alone

NEWS ROOM (408) 924-3280
FAx 924-3282

am sick of token patriotism.
It’s flying the flag when you
really don’t believe in America.
Hey, I don’t totally believe in
America, but I don’t fly a flag and am
confident enough in myself to say it.
It’s bandwagoning! It’s flying the flag
because it’s trendy to do so. People were
thought of as cool when they had the flag
on their cars. What most of the people
didn’t think about was that they were
flying the American flag on a Japanese
car.
Are you beginning to understand what
I’m writing about?
It wasn’t totally your fault; you were
mislead. The country’s general mentality
is at fault. The corporations are at fault.
During the war, corporations couldn’t
get commercials on T.V. fast enough that
said they supported the troops. They never
gave a damn about the people in the Gulf;
all they wanted to do was sell their
products.
Departments stores added to the token
patriotism. Macy’s and Nordstrom’s were

the worst offenders. Throughout the
stores, sweatshirts with American flags on
them were sold. Innocent people bought
them without a thought because, after all,
it was war time and they needed to show
their support. When you look at the label
in the shirts, it says "Made in Taiwan."
How patriotic.
Ralph Lauren is another example.
Although his products are made in the
U.S.A., he has a sweatshirt with an
American flag on it, and below the flag in
capital letters is POLO. Like the country
has been renamed the United States of
POLO. Boycott Ralph Lauren products.
It spans to all types of products: Pepsi,
Coke, Budweiser. You name the company,
they flew a flag to sell their product.
The fact is, it takes a war to make
people fly a flag. Innocent people were
killed during the war, and the public used
it as an excuse to show how patriotic they
were. Please.
Patriots are for change. Patriots are
brave. Patriots love this country so much,
they don’t buy anything made on foreign

JEANETTE GLICILSMAN, chief photographer

Battling racial biases
Editor,
I am compelled to respond to Anne
Douquet’s article, "Don’t lower standards
to meet quotas" (Sept. 24). She seems to
believe that Affirmative Action only
involves prejudice.
Affirmative Action is an attempt to
equalize our society. The operative word
is equal. Students who were raised in
inner-city ghettos have not had the same
opportunities as white, middle-class students in regular public schools, let alone
the rich in private prep-schools.
Public schools in California, as well as
many other states, are a reflection of the
surrounding area due to receiving a major
portion of their funds from property taxes.
Thus, a school in a poor neighborhood is
not equal to a school in a middle- or
upperclass neighborhood. A student
attending an inferior school, no matter
how motivated, will not be able to compete on an equal footing with a student
who has attended a more advantaged

school.
Many low-income high schools are
unable to offer many college prep courses
such as calculus. Not to mention the fact
that most schools teach a Euro-centric
curriculum that many students just can’t
relate to.
The quality of education will suffer in
a disadvantaged situation. How high do
you think your grade point average would
be if you lived in the abysmal circumstances that many "Hispanic" and "black"
students live in today? If you passed gun toting drug dealers on the way to school?
If you had to worry where your next meal
was coming from? If you had to battle rats
in your bed?
Then there’s the Scholastic Aptitude
Test, a white middle- to upperclass exam
to test the abilities of white middle- to
upperclass students to complete college. A
minority student taking this exam does not
always have the same basis for understanding the questions as Ms. Douquet or
I do. If you can’t understand the question,
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you can’t be expected to answer it correctUnfortunately, in order to illustrate my
point in this letter I have used examples
that, taken by themselves, sound prejudicial. I do not mean to say that all AfncanAmerican and Latino people come from
bad circumstances. I just want to make the
point that we can not judge all situations
by our own backgrounds. America has a
wide variety of people who come from a
wide variety of situations.
We all want an equal society. In order
to achieve this we need more college-educated minority students. If we use the
same standards for everyone we create a
situation where minorities are unable to
compete at any but the lowest levels. This
only perpetuates the status quo. Equal
standards can only work when everyone
starts equal.
Jocelyn Swenson
Graduate
Education
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soil, because it takes away from local jobs
and adds to the decline of the country’s
gross national product.
It makes sense that gas stations were
the biggest offenders. All of them flew
flags, with big signs that said WE
SUPPORT OUR TROOPS. Of course
they support the troops, the troops were
there because of oil. No matter what King
George tells the public.
All you people who carried the
American flag during war, where are the
flags now? If they are put away, why
should it be any different to carry a flag
now? Is it less trendy to wave a flag, or is
it not the right time to be patriotic?
I am not a true patriot. I drive a foreign
car, I buy foreign clothes, and I listen to
foreign music. I like the United States, but
I was against the country’s involvement in
the Gulf. I protested the war, and I was
told to leave the country if I didn’t like it.
Long live the United States of
Bandwagoners.
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a Guide
LAMBDA SIGMA GAMMA:
Sorority guest speaker on academics,
6 p.m.. BC 209, call 973-9258.
UNIVERSITY HOUSING
SERVICES: "Where There’s A Will
There’s An ’A’," Part 1, 8 p.m., call
924 X031.
AR T DEPT.: Student gallery art
sho, s. a.m., receptions 6 p.m., Art
Sept. 30 through (kt. 4, call
924
CHICANO LIBRARY
RESOURCE CENTER: Brown bag
seminar: "Contemporary
Chicano/Latino Civil Rights Issues."

noon, Chaano Resource Center, WLN
1rd floor, call 1424 2707.
ARNOLD AIR SOCIETY:
American Red Cross Blood Drive, 9
S.U. Lorna Pneta Room, through
(kt. 4 , call 247 87n1 or 971 21155

Tw-sa,q7
ENV IRONMENIAL RESOURCE
(IN I I. R.: Demon.stranon of solar
cixikers, ovens and fryers, 9:30 am.,
Student Union tables, through Oct. 4,
call 924 5467.
CHEMISTRY DEPT.: Seminar:
"The Role a Analytical Chemistry in
Biotechnology," William Hancock,

Ph.D., 4:30 p.m., MI 250, call 924.
5(88),
HUMAN RESOURCE
MANAGEMENT: Second club
meeting. 5 p.m., A.S. Council
Chambers, call 867.0841 or 371 4041.
ART DEPT.: Art Dept. lecture
series: "Notes on a Snow Queen" with
Ashton Harris, 5 p.m, Art Bldg. 133,
call 9244330.
PEER EDUCATION GROUP:
Condom co-op, 10 am., outside
Student Union, call 924-6202.
(:AREER PLANNING &
PLACEMENT: On-campus interview
orientation, 11:30 a.m., 1:30 p.m. &
3:30 p.m., S.U. Almaden Room;
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Effective interview preparation for
educators, 1:30 p m , ENG 189, call
924-6033.
ART HISTORY ASSOC.: First
meeting of semester, "Getting
Acquainted," II am.. Art Bldg. 110A,
call 924-4351.
RE-ENTRY ADVISORY
PROGRAM: Re-entry students
suppon group, noun. Counseling
Services, ADM 201. call 924-5930.
SCTA: Student Calif. Teachers Assoc
informational meeting open to anyone
interested in the teaching profession,
noon, SH 331, call 842-8583.
MARKETING CLUB: General
meeting, 3:00 p.m., S.U. Costanoan
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PHONE: 924-3280
FAX: 924-3282

Room, call 266-1429.
HUMAN RESOURCE
MANAGEMENT CLUB: Club
meeting, 5 p.m., A.S. Council
Chamber, call 867-0841.
MEDIA AWARENESS
ORGANIZATION: Got a problem
with the campus media? Then come
find out what you can do about it., 4:45
p.m., WLN 111, call 723.4970 or 9243281.
ASIAN AMERICAN
CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP:
Video night- cultural pluralism, 7 p.m..
Costanoan Room, call 295-5360
or 286-6427.

f;,?kfloadef,/
Get students
involved. Tell them
about your
organization for free
in SpartaGuide. Just
pick up a form in
Wahlquist Library
room 104.

Brown endorses term limits for Congress
SACRAMENTO (AP) Warning that
Democrats and Republicans have in effect
merged into a single "Incumbent Party,"
former California Gov, Jerry Brown is
endorsing term limits for members of the
U.S. Senate and House.
Brown, a candidate for the Democratic
nomination for president, said in a letter to
Citizens for Congressional Reform, which
sponsors term limits, that his initial reaction
was to oppose term limits because they may

deny voters and the government the experience of the most capable public servants.
But he said today that concern is outweighed by the fact that incumbents of both
tunics, supported by the same special interests, have had an even greater impact on
denying real choices to the public.
"The existing structure promotes tenure
over statesmanship. It erects almost insurmountable barriers to deny meaningful
political participation to vast numbers of

dynamic, resourceful individuals," Brown
said in his letter, dated Friday, to the temi
limits advocates.
"Reelection upon reelection of the same
officials occurs at the expense of new ideas,
new energy and genuine representation,"
Brown continued, expanding on themes of
his anti-establishment presidential campaign.
Brown, whose third bid for the presidency is based in large part on refusing cam-

paign funds from special interests, said the
same concerns that led him to refuse contributions in excess of $100 also brought him
to support term limits.
"The crisis of our political democracy
has been triggered by the collapse of our
two-party system," Brown said.
"In reality, there is only one party: the
Incumbent Party," he said.
"Washington’s entrenched incumbents,
Democrat and Republican, at their core

reflect the same fundamental essence: they
share the same world view and operate on
the same assumption base and serve the
same special interests which in return
finance the campaigns of both."
Brown did not specify how many years
he would like to allow members in
Congress, saying that he would support "any
term limit initiative which is honestly, fairly
and nonpartisanly conceived to return real
power to the people."

San Francisco
named world’s
favorite destination

Blacks overrepresented on Death Row
WASHINGTON (Al’) - Amid a congressional debate on how to impose the
death penalty, the Justice Department reported Sunday that blacks still make up a much
larger share of Death Row inmates than of
the nation’s population.
The department’s Bureau of Justice
Statistics said that as of Dec. 31, 1990,
blacks comprised 40 percent of prisoners
awaiting death penalties. The 1990 census
found the U.S. population is 12.1 percent
black.
In 1987, the Supreme Court ruled that statistical evidence of discrimination is insufficient to render death penalty statutes unconstitutional.
That ruling came in the case of Warren
McCleskey, a black man who was executed
last Wednesday in the Georgia electric chair
for the killing of a white Atlanta policeman
during a 1978 furniture store robbery.
Last week, the House Judiciary
Committee approved and sent to the House
floor a bill allowing legal challenges to death
sentences based on statistical showings of
race discrimination. The Senate rejected a

similar provision last suinnier.
Under prodding from the Bush administration, both House and Senate crime bills
would greatly expand the federal death
penalty to cover some 50 new crimes.
The Justice Department study found
2,356 prisoners awaiting death penalties at
year-end, up 5 pecent from the previous year.
Thirty-two of them were women, and the
median age was 34.
At the time of the study, 34 states and the
federal government had death penalties on
the books, but Colorado’s has since been
struck down by the state supreme court.
Of those condemned to die, 1,375, or 58.4
percent, were white, 943 or 40 percent were.
black, 24 or 1 percent were American Indian
and 14 or 0.6 percent were Asian. Those of
Hispanic ethnic origin totaled 172, or 7.3
percent. In the prison study, as in Census
compilations, people of Hispanic origin are
counted in other racial categories: black,
white or other.
The 1990 Census found that the U.S. population was 80.3 percent white, 12.1 percent
black, 0.8 percent American Indian, 2.9 per-

cent Asian and 3.9 percent other races.
Within those various racial designations, 9
percent are of Hispanic origin.
The study released Sunday did not
attempt to calculate what percentage of the
overall US. federal and state prison system
population is comprised of black people.
Death penalties were overturned in the
United States by the Supreme Court’s 1972
Furman decision, because of arbitrariness
and evidence of race discrimination.
Beginning in 1976, the Supreme Court has
upheld a series of death penalties, redrawn to
address the concerns of the Furman decision.
Before Furman, blacks were even more
disproportionately represented on Death
Row. At the end of 1971, Justice statistics
show there were 620 inmates waiting to die.
Of these, 325 or 52.4 percent were black;
291 or 46.9 percent were white and 4, or
0.006 percent, were other races.
Diann Rust -Tierney, director of the
American Civil Liberties Union’s capital
punishment project, said there were two
main reasons the Furman decisions and subsequent ones had not done more to eliminate

racial disparities.
"Going back to 1972, the focus is on what
happens at the trial," Rust-Tiemey said in an
interview. "There is no regulation of how
prosecutors choose cases for death penalties.
If you’re only selecting black defendants,
then the use of aggravating or mitigating factors at sentencing isn’t going to overcome
the bias in the selection."
"In McCleskey’s appeal, they showed that
those who killed white victims were four
times more likely to get death sentences than
those who killed black victims. The risk of
getting a death sentence if your victim is
white is greater than the risk of getting heart
disease from smoking, but the Supreme
Court in 1987 said that wasn’t enough to
make it unconstitutional. They’re asking for
the kind of absolute proof that doesn’t exist
like prosecutors confessing discrimination," she said.
Rust-Tierney said the other reason was
"economic the quality of counsel. Most
people who go on trial for their lives have
lawyers most of us wouldn’t want in a traffic
case."

SAN FRANCISCO (AP)
Ecstatic civic officials plan to roll
out the red carpet for hospitality
workers _ from chambermaids to
cable car operators _ to celebrate
being named favonte destination by
readers of a travel magazine.
"I think it’s absolutely spectacular _ we’re No. 1 in the world,’ said
Mayor Art Agnos, who traveled to
Taiwan to pick up the award. "San
Franciscans should have great
pride," he said. "We’re the first
American city ever to be chosen for
this honor."
San Francisco was named
favorite travel destination in the
world in questionnaires distributed
to 150,000 subscribers of Conde
Nast Traveler, with 20,000 responding. Readers put Florence. Italy at
No. 2. London and Vienna tied for
third.
San Francisco won the title of top
U.S. destination for the fourth year
in a row, beating No. 2 New Orleans
and No. 3 Boston.

Box of goodies brings Marine, woman together
CARY, N.C. (AP) _ Testi
Reckert put her heart into lifting the
morale of Persian Gulf troops with
boxes of goodies. She hadn’t
expected a husband in return.
Ms. Reckert and some friends
prepared 25 boxes for troops in
Saudi Arabia last winter and one
reached the unit of Marine 1st It.
Mau Nelson.
"Right before Christmas, I hadn’t
received any mail from anybody,"
said Nelson, 26, an intelligence officer stationed at Camp Lejeurie.
Then came the boxes. Nelson’s
unit grabbed one of the packages
stuffed with food, books, magazines, footballs and other comforts.
"Just a little bit of home had
come over," Nelson said.
Ms. Reckert, 25, a sales representative for American Airlines, and
two friends included pictures of
themselves and asked recipients of
the boxes to keep in touch. Nelson
and Ms. Reckert became spokesmen
for their groups. and began corresponding.
Nelson found out May 5 that he
would be returning to the United
States.
Ms. Reckert greeted him at Camp

Lejeunc in a four-wheel drive
topped with a red -and -white
checked tablecloth, a tape of her
favorite song, "Unchained Melody,"
pizza and beer
things Nelson had
said he wanted most when he
returned.
They began a steady romance

with a long vacation.
"It happened a lot faster than I
planned," Nelson said. "Believe me,
I hadn’t planned on getting married
when I got back from the Persian
Gulf."
Their wedding is scheduled for
March 21.
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Spartan defense dismantles Aggies
Win is SJSU’s sixth
straight over Utah State
downs before being sidelined with a
bruised rib from a third quarter sack
delivered by Del Lyles. ’eatch went
For the sixth time in as many down on his left side.
Veatch threw to wide receiver
years SJSU has beaten Utah State.
The most recent Spartan victory was Byron Jackson for both of has toucha 23-7 trouncing on Saturday in downs. He caught a total of five
front of 12,353 disappointed Aggie passes for 59 yards.
Tight end Dave Dougherty and
fans.
Saturday’s win was poetic justice wide receiver David Blakes had one
for SJSU head coach Terry Shea, reception each for 33 yards.
Sophomore backup quarterback
who left Utah State after holding an
assistant coaching job there for eight Jeff Garcia continued the Spartans
attack and completed seven passes
seasons.
This was Shea’s first trip back to for 91 yards after relieving Veatch.
Garcia showed good mobility
Utah as a head coach.
The Spartans deflated the and heads-up play for a young quarAggies’ hopes for a victory and terback. He scrambled for necessary
yardage and seemed to maintain his
dropped their overall record to 0-4.
The Spartans’ defense rose to the composure as a backup.
The Spartans played well as a
occasion Saturday holding the
unit Saturday and capitalized on
Aggies to zero net rushing yards.
Utah quarterback Ron Lopez was their first three drives. They led the
Aggies 17-0 at half-time.
sacked six times.
The defense dominated throughWith only four returning defensive starters back from last year, the out the game by shutting down Utah
Spartans drove home the point that State’s running game and setting up
they are a formidable unit that must good field position for the Spartans’
offense.
be reckoned with.
The Spartans avoided many of
SJSU nose guard Kevin
the mental errors and penalties in O’Connell had four tackles and one
their game against Utah that plagued sack in the game. The Aggies were
in Spartan territory only twice in the
them in their first few games.
With no fumbles and five total first half.
Roger Grant, the Big West’s leadpenalties, SJSU scored an impressive win against one of the Big ing rusher last season for the
Aggies, was held to a total of 41
West’s pre-season favorites.
Other than Fresno State, Utah yards in 14 carries by the Spartan
State was predicted as an early sea- defense.
son favorite by most conference
Although Utah State’s Lopez
polls.
threw for 258 yards and one touchStarting quarterback Matt Veatch down, the efforts of a united Spartan
threw for 202 yards and two touch- squad proved to be too much for the
By Anne Douquet
Daily staff writer

Lynn Raison_Daily Staff Photographer
SJSU

quarterback Matt Veatch threw for two TDs on Saturday.

A

Freshman
HIGH!
kicker Joe Nedney tied
a school single -game
record, shared by
many, with his three
field goals. Nedney hit
on kicks from 49, 32,
and 21 yards.

Aggies.
They consistently shut down any
effort by the Aggies to develop an
offensive attack.
Freshman kicker Joe Nedney tied
a school single -game record with
three field goals in four attempts.
His longest kick was for 49 yards.
Tailback Maceo Barbosa also
rambled for 67 rushing yards in 26
carries. He caught four passes for 42
yards on the day.
The Spartans ball control contributed to their command of the

game. SJSU possession time was 34
minutes while the Aggies’ was only
25.
In what have may been their best
performance of the year thus far, the
Spartans improved their Big West
record to 2-0 and their overall
record to 2-2.
The efficiency with which SJSU
broke down all aspects of the Aggie
game is encouraging as the Spartans
meet New Mexico State next
Saturday at New Mexico. Kickoff is
at 7 p.m..

SJSU 23-7
10 7 0 6
SJSU
Utah State 0 0 0 7

23
7

SJSU - Nedney 49 Ft;
SJSU -Jackson 7 pass from Veatch (Nedney kick)
SJSU -Jackson 28 pass from Veatch (Nedney kick)
SJSU -Nedney 21 FG
USU - Moore 16 pass from Lopez (Beach kick)
SJSU -Nedney 32 FG

Blackhawks win first APSL title in tie-breaker
Penalty kicks
decide 30minute playoff
By Corey Tresidder
Daily assistant news editor

A mob of excitement followed
S.F. Bay Blackhawks defender
Marcelo Balboa as he carried the
American Professional Soccer
League championship trophy above
his head Saturday night.
’We won it,’ Balboa screamed
to the crowd waiting for autographs
outside the Spartan Stadium locker
room. "We did it."
The Blackhawks had just topped
the Albany Capitals 2-0, then won
the 30-minute mini -game tiebreaker in penalty kicks.
The win gave the Blackhawks
the series and the first APSL championship for S.F. Bay, in front of an
announced crowd of 12,411.

Balboa was an integral part of the first half. The Blackhawks wing
the win, adding an insurance goal banged a shot off an indirect free
in the second half and a tally in the kick from just inside the penalty
penalty kick tie-breaker.
area. The shot ricocheted off the
In addition, Balboa retrieved Albany wall and past Capitals’
many defensive clears by Albany goalkeeper Scoop Stanisic, giving
and sent them out to the wing, set- the Blackhawks a 1-0 lead at 14:36.
ting up quick scoring opportunties
Stanisic set up the free kick by
after the Capitals’ defense moved setting the ball on the ground and
out of its own end.
then picking it up again. A new rule
The key to the Blackhawks’ installed this season outlaws such a
win, though, was the play of goal- move and sets up an indirect free
keeper Mark Dougherty, the game’s kick, where at least two players
MVP. Dougherty stopped two must touch the ball before a shot on
Capital attempts in the best-of-five goal can occur.
penalty kick tie-breaker. Dougherty
Balboa hit a left-footed rocket
frustrated the Albany offense on off a cross from midfielder Tim
several occasions, and forced the Martin in the second half for a 2-0
mini-game with the shutout.
lead. Balboa started the play by
"I had confidence in my team slipping a long pass by two Capital
that we would score," former defenders to Martin, a former San
Fresno State star Dougherty noted Jose Earthquake, who was overlapabout the tie -breaker. "It’s fitting ping on the right wing. Martin
that we won the championship this pressed forward unmarked into the
year in penalty kicks, considering Albany penalty area and sent a
we lost last year’s championship cross kick back toward the front of
the same way."
the penalty area to Balboa.
Townsend Qin put the
"They weren’t expecting the
Blackhawks up for good early in cross to come back as opposed to

SPORTS WEEK
This week in sports for SJSU.
DAY
MON
RIE
WED
THU
FRI
SAT
SUN

OPPONENT
New Mexico State
Fucker Invitational
Tucker Invitational
Sonoma State
Stanford Tournament
Stanford Tournament
ASU Nat, Preview
Scrimmage
ASV Nat. Preview
Fresno State
ASU Nat. Preview

SPORT
Volleyball
M. Golf
M. Golf
Soccer
Volleyball
Volleyball
W. Golf
Softball
W. Golf
Soccer
IS Golf

TIME
7:30
All day
All day
7:30
6:00
6:00
All day
9:00
All day
5:00
All day

across the goal," Balboa said. "I
moved up the middle and suddenly
the ball was on my left foot. I’m a
little tentative about shooting with
my left, but I hit it well and it went
in."
Albany had several chances late
in the game to score but Dougherty
and the Blackhawk defense foiled
every attempt.
The best opportunity for the
Capitals came with just under five
minutes remaining when forward
Franz Zwicklbaucr had an open net
to shoot on but could not get a foot
on the ball.
"In the first game, we capitalized before they did and it was just
a turn about tonight," Stanisic said.
"Coming close and not winning
hurts, but hopefully we’ll be back
in it next time."
The 2-0 Blackhawk win tied the
series since Albany won Game One
3-1 in Albany on Sept. 22.
After 30 scoreless minutes in the
mini -game, the championship came
down to a penalty kick tie-breaker.
The teams alternated the one-on-

one shots, and the team with the
most tallies after a round of five
attempts would win the mini-game.
After Blackhawks play -maker
Dominic Kinnear converted his
attempt, the Capitals’ John Garvey
scored. Qin followed with a goal,
then Dougherty blocked Todd
Jackson’s try to give the
Blackhawks a 2-1 lead after two
attempts. S.F. Bay midfielder Jorge
Salazar tallied, Zoran Savic scored
and
then
Stanisic
saved
Blackhawks’ forward Peter Isaacs’
shot.
Albany’s Mike Masters tied the
competition and then the
Blackhawks grabbed the lead again
4-3 with Chance Fry’s goal in the
fifth round.
Dougherty then dived to the left
and made the save on defender
Jimmy McGeough’s attempt to give
the Blackhawks a 1-0 win in the
mini -game and the championship.
"Our season percentage in
penalty kicks has been fairly high,"
Blackhawks’ coach Laurie
Calloway said. "But we went for it

SJSU drops a pair in volleyball,
loses to UC-Irvine in soccer
Daily staff report

It was not a successful weekend
for SJSU sports other than football.
The Spartan women’s volleyball
team dropped a pair of three-game
matches at the University of the
Pacific and Fresno State.
In addition, the SJSU men’s soccer team lost to the UC-Irvine
Anteaters by a 3-1 score.
In volleyball, the Spartans were
no against one of the ton teams in

the nation on Friday. SJSU took on
the nationally-ranked Pacific Tigers
and were overmatched at the start.
Pacific blanked the Spartans 15-0
in the lust game.
SJSU came back to make the second game close but lost 16-14, and
Pacific closed out the match with a
15-6 win in the third game.
Against Fresno State on
Saturday, the Spartans fell to 1-3 in
Big West Conference play, 3-4 overall, with a 15-6. 15-6. 15-11 loss to

the Bulldogs.
In Friday’s soccer action, UCIrvine downed SJSU 3-1.
The score was tied 1-1 after the
first half of action, but the Anteaters
outscored SJSU 2-0 in the second
half for the win.

from the get go. We added some
scorers for the mini -game, we
weren’t playing for penalties. The
best form of defense is a good
attack."
The national championship
brings to a climax a Blackhawks
season that saw a 12-1 record at
home and 35 goals scored.
"Our greatest challenge this season was our talent," said
Blackhawks owner Dan Van
Voorhis said amidst an ecstatic
locker room. "With many players
on our team with other commitments such as the U.S. national
team, some people will be here and
gone, here and gone, etc. It’s difficult to play when we didn’t have
the same eleven guys on the field
for any two games.
"In the end, the key to our success was the overall depth and,
tonight, the home town crowd.
Winning is secondary to the return
of soccer here where it’s
Americans vs. Americans. Heck, I
think we may have outdrawn the
Sharks."
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WORLD EVENTS

@ U.N. nuclear
inspectors to leave
Iraq after standoff
MANAMA, Bahrain (AP) - U.N.
inspectors who spent five days in a
Baghdad parking lot in a standoff with
Iraqi officials were preparing Sunday to
leave the country.
The team is expected in Bahrain on
Monday.
Meanwhile, another group of weapons
inspectors, whose job is to track down Iraqi
missiles and missile launchers, was due to
leave Bahrain for Baghdad on Tuesday.
That group could become the first U.N.
inspection team to make independent helicopter flights to conduct their work, which
has been another source of conflict
between the Iraqis, the United Nations and
Western powers.
Still another United Nations team
arrived Sunday in Kuwait to carry out a
land survey of the desert border between
Iraq and Kuwait, a U.N. official said. The
border dispute was among the Iraqi pretexts for last August’s invasion of Kuwait.
This weekend, the nuclear inspection
team finished cataloging key documents
detailing Iraq’s secret nuclear arms program. The inspectors will keep the documents, but the catalogs will be turned over
to the Iraqis.
That inventory, demanded by Iraqi
authorities, provided a compromise to end
the parking lot siege, which was one of the
most dramatic confrontations between
Saddam Hussein’s government and the
West since the Gulf War ended nearly
seven months ago.
Armed Iraqi soldiers surrounded the 44
inspectors from midday Tuesday until early
nUCIliUr

JERUSALEM (AP) - Prime Minister
Yitzhak Shamir on Sunday did not rule out
compromise in proposed Arab-Israeli
peace talks, but he said Israel would not
stop building settlements in the occupied
lands.
Shamir’s comments came a day after the
Palestinian parliament-in-exile said it will
support the U.S.-brokered talks, expected
to take place next month.
But the Palestine National Council also
called for a halt to settlement building and
said the PLO has the right to choose participants in the peace talks, aimed in part at
securing a Palestinian homeland. Israel has
steadfastly rejected these two points.
In an interview with Israel army radio,
Shamir said freezing settlements before
negotiations would only be a "precondi-

lion."
Shamir also said that if the Arabs expect
negotiations to be "a kind of court attended
... to get what they deserve according to
one or another United Nations decision,
they are completely mistaken."
"Negotiations between peoples is where
the sides have to sit together and convince
one other, in order to reach an agreement
on those same issues that are being discussed,"Shamir said.
He did not rule out compromise, saying:
"It depends what we are talking about. ’
The peace talks are to be based on U.N.
Resolutions 242 and 338, which call on
Israel to give up land captured in the 1967
Middle East war in exchange for secure
borders.
Israel says the resolutions do not require
it give up all the land, but Arab states say
Israel must return the territory for peace.
The lands in question are the West
Bank, east Jerusalem, the Gaza Strip and
the Golan Heights. Israel has annexed the
Golan and east Jerusalem.
The United States has criticized recent
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U.N. Secretary -General Javier Perez de
Cuellar, said a U.N. official, speaking on
condition of anonymity.
The border, drawn up after World War I.
is difficult to draw because there are few
landmarks in the sand and both sides define
the frontier differently.
An aerial survey of the border was carried out by the commission in July.
Several cross-border incursions, mainly
by smugglers and scavengers looking for
weapons and ammunition left by retreating
Iraqi troops, have been reported by U.N.
and Kuwaiti officials in recent weeks.

progaiti;lid. Kay, the American head of the
U.N. team, said the inspectors retained all
the documents.
The U.N. Special Commission charged
with overseeing elimination of Iraq’s
weapons of mass destruction has its area
headquarters in Bahrain. The inspectors
use the Gulf island nation as an assembly
point to prepare their trips into Iraq.
The ballistics missile team, consisting of
20 member and headed by American
Douglas Englund, plans to search for more
than two dozen Scud missile launchers
close to the Syrian border.
Those were the launchers used to fire
missiles at Israel during the Gulf war.
Iraq agreed last week to allow U.N.
helicopters to make surveillance flights.
Rolf Ekeus, the head of UNSCOM in New
York, said the United Nations agreed to
allow an Iraqi to go along on each helicopter but retained the right to make unannounced flights to suspected weapons sites.
Previous teams have found and
destroyed 61 Scuds so far, but Moscow has
informed the Special Commission that it
exported more than 800 Scuds to Baghdad
during the 1980s. Western intelligence
sources fear hundreds of Scuds might have
escaped destruction by the allies’ Gulf War
bombing campaign.
The 10-member U.N. team that will
carry out a land survey of the desert border
between Iraq and Kuwait will present its
findings to a commission established by
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Your fraternity, sorority, or other
campus group can earn between
$50051000 In less than 7 days
You pay absolutely nothing
Call 1-800735 2077 Ed 3

AUTOMOTIVE
1984 PONTIAC GE110/1111 loaded
own, power everything, wnite,
cute $3900/obo Jenny 257 9566
AUTO INSURANCE
Campus insurance Service
Special Student Programs
Serving SISU for 20 years
"Great Rates for Good Drivers’
’Good Rates for Non-Good DrNers’
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
’Good Student’
’Family Muni-car’
CALL TODAY
296 5270
FREE
NO HASSLE NO OBLIGATION
QUOTE
Aleo open Saturdays 97
SEIZED CARS, Werke, boils,
4 wheelers. motorhomm. by FBI.
IRS. DEA. Available your area now
Cell BOB 682-7555 Ell. C-1255

Ser,
vow s e/ Din:Teri/SouseIsp
hnin
’Cooks
’Bartenders
*Oyster Bar
’Host /Hostess
’Bus
immediate positions available at
Our NEW location 10 min from San
lose State Apply in person.
2-1 pm weekdays
5506 Monterey Rd
let Blossom Hill)
In Monterey Plaza
SECRETARY/RECEPTIONIST
wanted permanent Pert4Inte.
Sterling gam Will work around
school schedule. Phones, typIre,
computer experience Cell
lelne el 40B 2931212
CHEMISTRY TECHNICIAN
Midwest Research Institute, MRI,
is
leading research lam/Brion
seeking part time technician for
Our new California operation
Responsibilities include sample
extraCtiOn, analysis, stock solution
preparation of chemicals, and date
entry into Lotus Requirements
InCILLI high SC11001 diploma. 1 2
years collage education, preferably
In Chemistry, and familiarity with

LEARN TO FLY!
All ievets, private trrOugh
CCrnmercrai Special 1 hour.
Introductory night for $35 00 Call
Jim at (408) 723.3146 for details

$100 REWARD’, 8Ik 5 Orange
CannerNale Mtn. bike stolen on
Thurs 26th between 2 30-4 00
pm. at Duncan Hall Any info call
Dan 2946252

NOW TO USE YOUR ENERGY
TO ’CONTROL’ YOUR LIFE
Price $39 00 with Student I 0
Date Sat Oct 12 Time 9-12 arm
Piece Radisson S San lose
399 Silicon Yawn 1356

PERSONAL

1 IlDRM/1 BATH v den in Victorian duplex, 12th A San Antonio.
$720 rno Avail 10/1/91 Must
be quiet 2984057 for appt eves
iv rmsg der!
ROOMMATE NEEDED $425 2
0c1/2 be New cormilm. female. 5
mirr * S1S1J Elizabeth 971-2443
2 SDRM..2 BATH
Free cable.
secured parking, quiet Ideal for a
Students Pool table IL IlinICKMI
4th William 947.0803
FEMALE ORAD STUDENT seeks
roommate to share large 2brabe
apt in Santa Clara Full fitness
center, pool. etc $530(rno Call
Lauri 2431490

COUNSELOR/DIRECT CARE staff
needed at local residential Twib
ties for young adults A adolescents
with autism A related disabilities
AVAILASUE OCT. 1.. 2 bedroom.
Full-time and part time positions
1 bath Modern appliances Royal
available Start $6 00 $6 25 an Apts 9th & Wiliam 971 0869
hour Cali 408 448-3953
POP SYSTEMS has job openings
In high-tech computer industry
Excellent opportunity for graduating
any
or
marketing
majors,
Call
senior
graduating
(408) 944-0301 for interest in a
full-time Of part time OCCOUnt
executive position open
JOIN THE CREW at the Rusty Scup
per. Applications accepted NSF
2 30.500 1235 Oakmeed Moe,
Sunnyvale, 2452911 Comer-Jenny
located off Hwy 101
It/aroma
EXprry See you soon!

THE ORIGINAL CUB HOUSE
MAKE YOUR ANNOUNCING/IT
In the Spartan Deity Claisslhedt
For Info call 9243277

2 DORM / 2 BATH APT. $770 1 Bann/1 bath Mt
820 a no
$600 a rno 12 rho lease Walk or
ride bike to school 780S 11th
Street Laundry facilities, security
bide cable TV avail Remodeled,
very clean Call rnp 288-9157

RENT ROOM In very nice townhouse. SO S I Own rOCen. Share
bath D/VI & WID Quiet, Mature, COMPUTERMATE. low cost dating
Responsible $275 rrno 1/3 utii service FREE brochure. PO Box
Gerry W 988.8556 H 267 2336
612112, 51 CA 95161 2112
FAST FUNDRAISER $1000 in 1
’800 423.9199 ’Agents Wanted’
week Greeks. Clubs, ANYONE No
UKE NEW 1 BR APTS. EtrignI
risk, (800) 7484817 x 50
airy with AEK. OW, AC Gated
ENTREPRENEUR RESOURCE. a
Parking, Intercom. laundry Two
serving
roommates 0 If Rent $685-$850 monthly
publication
Also rent monthly parking On*
MOOG. SEARCH 111 Cosmopolitan
entrepreneurs with oily & articles
International modeling agency
Quiet, nice for staff
Samos copy $2 . year $12 PO Box
seeking M / F for fashion, print and
7010. Ven Nuys, CA 914097010
1 block horn Campus
TV COrnrnercial work For free evalASPEN VINTAGE TOWER 297-470
uation Call 374-6090

POSTAL
JOBS
AVA ILA ILE I
Many positions Great benefits Cell
805 682-7555 Est P3310

RECIPE. OR CHILD DEV/ED
MA/ONSI Small Wend SChOOIS IS
hiring teachers and substitutes for
our 9 preschool (612 units EdE
preferred) and 12 school-age
(rec/P E untts o k worms We
have both
and part-time
positions Flexible hours avallebie
Our Centers we open awn to 6 pm
Experience preferred but not
required Call 2577326

LOST & FOUND
$210.00 REWARD
LOST NECKLACE AND RING
Call (408)735.7743

ROOMMATE
WANTED
Rent
$212 50 2 bed / 2 bath share
room 148 E Williams, Gateway
Apt, Contact Ilen King 971 4708

REPOSSESSED IRS Foreclosed
nornes available at Delaw market
value Fantastic savings! You
repair Also S&L bailout proper
tes Call 805 682-7555
Ext 141513
ELECTROLYSIS CLINIC’ Unwanted
hair removed foreuer Specialist
Confidential Your own sterile
probe or disposable
Cad 247-7411111.
335 S Baywood Ave San lose

SERVICES

TUTORING: Economics, Finance,
Business, Math. ’Straight A’ col
loge study Skills. by an Associate
Professor (Ph D I 11 years teach
Ina experience at Mode Tennessee
State University (accredltedi
Prof Wynn ;4081 749 1518
SOS DISCOUNT on Ii
PERMANENT COSME TICS
Enhance your natural beauty"
Eye liner Eyebrows Lips - Chews’
Small scars blended
Expires 1225-91
Call Trish .1 408 3793500
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow
621E Campbell Ave 017
Campbell. CA 95008

WRITING, RESEARCH SERVICES.
All SubleCtS Pacer, thesis clevelOP
rnent. assistance Qualified writers Editing Resumes
kYciris guaranteed Reasonable
Berkeley 1415) 841-5036

TRAVEL
FREE
Air couriers and
CruiseshIps Students also needed Christmas. Saing end Summer
for Amusement Park employment
Call 805 682 7555 Est F 1661

BARE ET ALU PERMANENT HAIR
REMOVAL Stop shavingemIng
tweezing-or using chemicals Let
us permanently remove your
unwanted hair Back, Chest. lip
Bikini. Chin, Tommy. etc Students
faculty 15% discount 1st appt
1/2 price if made before December
250’ Mak today Gone Tomorrow
6211 Campbell Ave 017 Camp.
bell, Call 408 379.3500
Gwen, Trish or Marilee.
Registered Electrologists

Q

ANSW eiRS: I) Dwight Bentel Hall. 2) The
law is against panhandling. 3) Bench step
traming. 4) KSJS declared paintball war on
other local college radio station KFJC. 5) The
studenu tired to shut down the university in
support of a worker’s strike.

Utter] by Corny Tresidder
Spartan Daily Assistant !,:ews Editor

WORDPROCESSING
EXPERIENCED WORD Pro,:esso,s
familiar with APA/Turabian
formats Science and English
papers our specialty Free Spell
check/storage Low-cost editing
and graphIcli Resumes and the’
services available
Mesterson’s Word Processing
Call Paul or Virginia 2510449

WORD PROCESSING - Friendly
norms Moist using Word Perfect
Laser center Near Boilirger
De
Anza Blvd 12 years legal experience Suzanne 446.5658
TYPOS’ WORDPROCESSING
$2 PER PAGE
EILEEN 2261459
CALL MARSHA 211111144111 To word
Processing with Word Perfect 5 1
and HP Laser II Specialize editing.
e g , grammar, sentence structure,
formatting (APA. Turabian. MLA)
Can also edit your 5 1/4 disk in WP
5 0/5 1 or ASCII Assistance with
all phases of thesis, term paper.
resume Preparation ESL students
welcome Willow Gen area
WHEN THE BEST
IS AU, YOU NEEDI
Papers Typed
Laser Printer
Spell Check
$1 90 pp IMO uD
Evening & weekend Spats
Berryman/Evergreen
2544565
PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE
Word Processing, Term Papers
Theses. Graduate Wok, ARS
Turabian Desktop Pubi,Shine.
Graphic Design & Layout
Laser Output
Satisfaction Guaranteed
VIRGILIO INTEGRATED MAK iSHING
Near Oakricige MEW 224-6395
A NEATLY TYPED PAPER
gets the best areas,
Good spelling and grammar
also nein let this
English teacher ass-St
VOu in improving your
G PA Foreign Students
welcome Call Barbara
at WRITE /TYPE (4081295 7438
AAANI EXPERIENCED TYPIST.
let me do the typing.
Resumes, term papers, theSeS.
etc Grad & undergrad Available

days. (eves & weekerx1S by aoCit
IBM Comp r Laser Printer
Cali Anna 9724992
AFFORDABLE& EXPERIDICED
woraprocessingt Term papers
reports, group Papers, remonos,
letters, theses, laserennter.
etc All formats plus AR/i.
Melicheck. punctuation/ grammar
assistance All work guaranteed’
Call PAM 247 2681. 8arn
for worry flee professional
dependable service
ABANDON THE FRUSTRATION?
CALL EDP SERVICES!
Reports APA lumpier
resumes. letters & mom
Postscr ot usenet
Affordabie accurate. & ’as.
Hours 8 30 am 7 00 pm
Ca Evey- 270,8014
CALL LINDA TODAY
.pr ei,enenced. OrOfeSSional
wordcrocess ng Tneses term
DOW. grOuP Protects etc
All formats including SPA
Quick eturn TranSCr Olio, se,
vices eyelet:Oft Almaden Bran
nam area Phone 2644504.
QUALITY TYPING SERVICE
Term paters theses. resumes
letters. reports All formats
Storm SeviCe Pick up end cleiNeru
for large lobs. 20 years
experience MA In Engiis3
Call Margaret.
8 ern to 8 prn, at 2516775
TWO M.00KS FROM CAPAPLIS
next to Origin’, /Oa S
TYPING WOROPROCESSING
$I 50E2 00 page
Macintosh laser Prim
Notes. POW’s, letters
flyers, resumes etc Free editing
Dawn-mon Business Center
325S 1st St 1st Fl 283.0’00
MINI WORDPROCESSING
$2 PER PAGE
EILEEN 2261459

letter.)
OCIDOODOCIOCIEEEDODEDOODOODOOODEO
DOCICIOODOCIODEJEDOODOODOODOCIOOODO
LIECOOODOODOCIECIDOODECIDEOCIDOOODE
EEEEEEE1EEE1
PRINT YOUR AD HERE. (Count approximately 30 letters and spaces for each line. Punctuation counts as one

Name
MINIMUM

3 LiNts

Two
Days

Three
Days

Four
Days

Five
Days

Aodreu

3 lines

$500 $600

$700

$800

$900

City/Sane

4 lines

$600 $700

$800

$900

$1000

S lines

$700 $800

$900

$1000 $11 00

6 lines

$800 $900

$i000$1100 $1200

One
Day

Each additional line $100

SEMESTER RATES,

Please check
your classification:

ON ONE DAY

Each additional day $1 00

HOUSING

0 Which campus building has been
renovated and is nearly ready for its
occupants’ return?
What century -old California law
was ruled unconstitutional by a federal judge on Wednesday?
What program is revolutionizing
the fitness industry?
o What did KSJS and KFJC radio
stations do to each other on
Saturday?
Why did students at the
University of Cape Town, South
Africa try to shut down the university by setting up burning barricades?

I DAILY CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING THAT WORKS!

AD RATES,
START $7. SOB PER HOUR
Day Swing Greve shifts Ft/Pt
MAKIN PM
%curtly/Reception/High tech
Excellent benefits
Credit union Medical insurance
No Experience Required
immediate Inter views
Apply Sam 5prn. Mon un
Vanguard Security Services
3212 Scott Mt Santa Clara
(bet. San Tomas Dip / Olcott)

Five correct - news stud.
Three to four - reads USA
Today. One to two - Where
have you been?

FAx: 924-3282
PHONE: 924-3277

CHILDCARE IN OUR Los Gatos
home. 2 sons; 10 yr/old and blind
4 yr/old. 816 Ms wit Mondays,
other hrs vary Fikexibie with a slur
dent
Own trans . references
$5 50 hr Call Sue at 356-651.5

TEACHER OF PHYSICAL EDUCA.
TION A Motor Development for chil.
Wan, 2 to 12 years Esp.( lenCe
P/T SHIPP’S(’ REC. 8
5.
TA TH Some heavy lifting, good and car required Gyrnsters. Inc ,
penmanship required 5 min No of (408) 9968955
MU Cell Lisa (408) 275.1784

90.

Saturday. The U.N. team refused to give up
the documents and huddled in their bus and
six cars, frequently using a satellite telephone to update their superiors and the
news media on developments.
The U.N. Security Council demanded
Iraq’s complete cooperation with the disarmament process, as agreed to in the April 3
cease-fire resolution, and issued hints of
possible military action if the impasse continued.
U.N. officials say the documents contain records of an extensive clandestine
project to build nuclear weapons, contradicting Iraq’s repeated denials it had such a

CLASSIFIED
ANNOUNCEMENTS

5
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SISU WEATHER: TODAY - Clear, sunny. Highs near
T MORROW - Fair and clear, highs in upper 80s. Overnight lows in the 60s.
Jewish construction in the West Bank and
Gaza Strip as an obstacle to the peace talks,
and has asked Israel to halt the building.
Washington has delayed consideration of
SI() billion in loan guarantees for Israeli
housing until after the talks.

0 Compromise not
lost in peace talks
with Shamir after
parliament speaks

San lose

ALL ISSUES

5.9 lines $70 00 41 10 14 lines $9000
15-19 knee $11000

Questions? Call (408) 924-3277

Zip

Announcements
_ Automotive
Computers

Phone

For Sale
Greek
Help Wanted

SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER OR CASE TO:
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
San Joss State University
San Joss, California 95192-0149
Cies/Aso desk located inside Wahlou,i1 I bra’s North ’02 II Deadline Two
days before putuncanon Consecut:ve publiceflons dates only No refunds
On cancelled ads

Housing
Lost and Found
Personal
Services
_Stereo
Travel
_Wordprocessing

6
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LITTLE OF THIS...

DINNER: Vote of confidence
From Front Page
the California Assembly and Senate.
Fullerton is leaving in the midst
of a debate about the hiring process
for her successor. But she expressed
confidence in the new chancellor’s
ability in the hiring process of the
new president. "Chancellor Barry
Munitz listens very well," said
Fullerton.
Fullerton also expressed her con-

tial residence should have to have
two significant features: large space
for entertaining and adequate parking enough for 100 cars.
As guests were leaving the Event
Center, they collected the flowers on
the tables to remember the evening.
Cl
But the memories of Gail
Fullerton’s tenure will last long after
the flowers fade.

cern for the new accomodations of
her successor.
Because the cost of living in the
San Jose area is so high, and the
presidential salaries in the California
State University are not competitive
with other university presidents’
salaries, Fullerton said it is very
important to seek adequate accomodations for the new president.
Fullerton suggested the presiden-

THEFTS: Investigation goes on
From Front Page
video recorder, among other things,
in the car that was stolen," Belshe
said.
The video equipment carried serial numbers which identified it as
property of SJSU’s broadcast journalism department and it was

cars ... but nothing we could verify
was stolen."
The youth, a 17 -year-old highschool student who lives with his
parents, was booked and returned
home, according to Floyd, and no
warrant for his arrest has been
issued from SJSU.

returned to SJSU on Sept. 20 after
Floyd recovered it.
"We also found numerous tires
and rims, miscellaneous stereos and
stereo equipment, car body fender
pans, roofs, doors, electrical components," Floyd said. "(The shed) contained enough parts for maybe five

PREJUDICE: Self-defense urged
From Front Page
dice based. The new laws also give
the victim the option of taking civil
action against the assailant.
She said that while verbal harassment is illegal, it generally isn’t
prosecuted.
Among the services CUAV offers
to hate crime victims are short-term
counseling, information and referrals, legal advocacy, self-defense
workshops, safety monitoring for

When straight, young people
understand that gay people are
among their family and friends, they
are less likely to be antagonistic,
Eastman explained.
The discussion was held in conjunction with a self-defense workshop planned for Gay and Lesbian
Awareness Week, Oct 7 to Oct. 11.
The workshop, sponsored by
GALA, will be conducted by the
University Police Department.

events and a speakers bureau.
The speakers bureau sends members of the gay and lesbian community out to speak to high-school students.
Eastman said that CUAV’s statistics show that 60 percent of the
assaults on homosexuals are committed by people who are under 21
years old.
"We’re trying to target that
group," she said.

TRAINING: Exploring careers
From Front Page

Stephen Cappelloni, an Instructional
support technician for the chemistry service center, mixes chemicals for students

Lynn Benson Dilly staff photographer
to use in classroom experiments.
Cappelloni, a SJSU graduate -has worked
in the center for two years.

200-mph train system
could move millions
SAN DIEGO (AP) -- A highspeed rail line connecting San Diego
to the San Francisco Bay Area. Las
Vegas and Phoenix could draw more
than 18 million riders annually but
would cost $21.4 billion, a feasibility study found.
The 200-mph train system, which
would be the first of its kind in the
nation, would require a significant
government subsidy to build,
according to the report by the
Southern California Association of
Governments.
The report by the Los Angelesbased association is the latest in a
series of studies of possible rail systems for Southern California over
the past several years.
According to the report, the main
line of this system would run
through the Central Valley and
would also serve Bakersfield,
Fresno, Stockton and Sacramento.
The line could handle some 10
tvissengers per year based on

current demand levels but projected
annual ridership would reach 18
million per year in 2010.
High-speed rail lines would provide faster travel than current
Amtrak routes and provide service
directly to population centers that
airlines don’t reach, the report said.
Such a system could change
land-use patterns across the state
and boost economic development
along the routes, said Bijan Yarjani,
who headed the association’s study.
"You could live in Fresno and
work in San Francisco," he said.
Although it takes only an hour
and 10 minutes to fly from Los
Angeles to San Francisco, it takes
another two hours and 20 minutes
just to drive from downtown Los
Angeles to the airport and from San
Francisco International to that city’s
downtown, the association found.
"We said, ’Well, there ought to be
a better way to get there,"" Yarjani
said in a telephone interview.

The trip via high-speed rail from
Los Angles to Oakland would take
two hours and 45 minutes, instead of
the 11 hours it now takes by
Amtrak.
The ride from San Diego to Los
Angeles would take an hour and
eight minutes, the study showed.
That trip now takes about two hours
and 45 minutes by Amtrak.
Tax increases would be needed to
pay for such a project, the study
said. But the report authors said
public opposition to a tax increase
would be great in some areas and
might kill such a project.
Benefits including cleaner air,
reduced traffic and increased safety
would be arguments in favor of public subsidization of a high-speed rail
system, the report said.
France, Germany and Japan have
had success with high-speed rail
lines, but no U.S. city has built one.
Several states are studying such
plans.

Si makes list of most unlisted phones
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) _ More
Californians are saying "Sorry, no
number," when it comes to listing
their number in the telephone book,
a new survey shows.
Oakland, San Francisco and San
Jose made the Top 10 list with more
than half the households in each area
missing from the phone book.
A report by Survey Sampling
Inc, a Connecticut market-research
firm, found that nine of the 10 areas
nationally with the highest propor-

tion of unlisted telephone numbers
were in California.
Los Angeles, where nearly three
in five households have unlisted
numbers, was No. 1 in 1990, bolstered by celebrities who don’t want
telephone contact with the public.
Other areas with 50 percent or
more unlisted were Fresno County,
Sacramento, Riverside -San Bernadino, San Diego and Oxnard Ventura. The only city in the Top 10
not in California was Las Vegas.

In general, unlisted Californians
don’t want to be bothered by salesmen and they’re also worried about
security, said David Aaker, a professor of market research at the
University of California, Berkeley
who co-authored a book about the
rise in unlisted numbers.
"People get crank calls and they
are scary. A single woman, say, isn’t
excited about having her name and
address in the book that could result
in crank calls."

police and security protection. The
University Police, in tan uniforms,
are fully trained police officers
through an academy in the state of
California, just like the San Jose city
police, according to Lt. Shannon
Maloney, operations commander for
the UPD.
"They have concurrent jurisdiction with the city police, but specifically their authority extends in a
one-mile radius around the campus,"
he said.
They’re the ones who’ll actually
place people under arrest if they’re
breaking a law.
The next level is the student
cadet program.
"The program is a top-notch
organization I’m very proud of,"
Maloney said. "It’s a student interntype structure. The cadets act as an
auxiliary to the officers. They perform low-level security on campus
and they do the night lock-ups."
These blue-uniformed, badge
bearing cadets don’t have police
authority, however.
"We’re not sworn police officers," said cadet Lt. Mark Doyle, a
senior cadet in the program and an
administration of justice major.
"We carry radios to contact the
UPD, but we can only make a citizen’s arrest just like anyone else on
campus."
"Our primary role is to be extra
eyes and ears for the police and to
be a uniform presence on campus.
We’re not encouraged to jump in the
middle of a knife fight, but with our
presence and our trained communication skills, we can de-escalate a
problem if it does exist," Doyle said.
New cadets are recruited at the
beginning of each semester and go
through an extensive application
process prior to training.
Starting with a physical -agility
test, the applicant goes on to an oral
examination in front of a board of
three or four officers and senior
cadets. If making it this far, a background check then takes place and,
if clean, the student becomes a cadet
trainee.
"You get California criminal law,

SAVE BIG $
Shop from Northern Callfornia’s
largest dealer Auto Auction
Over 1,000 cars available weekly
tor details call Philip at 510-487-4226
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rs Get Any Espresso Drink for only
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Through October with this Coupon
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Perfect Look
Hair Design for
Men and Women
jElair
Haircut--$6
Perm --$18 + up
Color--$23 + up

Nails
Full set--$22
Refill --$13
Manicure--$8
try!
284 B 11th St.
(Corner of San Carlos next to 7-11)

San Jose

292-4641
Open 7 Days a Week!
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skills. Also CPR and first-aid training," Doyle said.
"Then there’s a written test and a
practical test. We go down to south
campus and do some role playing
what to do with thefts or people partying," he added.
By this time a month and a half
of the semester has gone by. The
cadets then go through a graduation
and receive their badges and are
ready for 40 hours of field training
with a senior cadet.
"During the semester you’re
required to do a minimum of 12
hours a month of foot patrol," Doyle
said.
On occasion, the cadets patrol in
plain clothes.
"If you walk past a student with
some funny noises coming out of his
backpack, it’s probably a cadet with
a police radio in his pack," Doyle
said.

"This is a good program," cadet
Ed Castro, also an administration of
justice senior, said. "It lets people
explore avenues. If you can’t make
it in the cadet program, maybe
you’re not ready for police work."
Many of the cadets are from the
administration of justice department,
but students from all departments
join the program.
Applications for this semester
will be accepted until Oct. 1 with
the next physical agility test on Oct.
5.
This level of campus security has
less extensive training. Usually
work-study students, these blue.
coated assistants train on the police
radios and mostly assist the UPD in
observation, according to fvfafoney.
The night escorts are part of this
program.
No matter what level of campus
security, all the police and student
security members are here to help
- - and watch

Shoppog for a used car

r

STUDENTS

officer safety training, non-violent
crisis intervention, communications

t_

With a purchase of any sandwich, chips,
and med. size soft drink
Across from D.M.H. 221 E. San Fernando
Of Kul Daily M- Th 630-9pm, Fri 6:30-3:30pm
Exp 10/30/91 (one coupon per visit)
Not valid with any other offers
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